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Overview of the session

• What is digital preservation?

• Why are libraries struggling?

• What are some solutions?

• Discussion



What is digital preservation?

• “Digital preservation consists of the processes 

aimed at ensuring the continued accessibility of 

digital materials. To do this involves finding ways 

to re-present what was originally presented to 

users by a combination of software and 

hardware tools acting on data.”

– UNESCO 

https://en.unesco.org/themes/information-

preservation/digital-heritage/concept-digital-

preservation

https://en.unesco.org/themes/information-preservation/digital-heritage/concept-digital-preservation


CARL Digital Preservation Survey

• “96% of the respondents indicated that they 

provide access to digital materials under their 

care [and] 79% … use a digital object repository 

or discovery platform.”

– Hurley, G., & Shearer, K. Final Report of the Survey 

on Digital Preservation Capacity and Needs at 

Canadian Memory Institutions, 2017-18. Canadian 

Association of Research Libraries.



CARL Digital Preservation Survey

• “Only a small proportion of respondents are 

confident in their abilities to preserve their 

holdings...”

– Ibid.



An issue of priorities and attention

• “…memory organizations…have not yet 

prioritized digital preservation within their 

operations and do not direct significant 

resources towards these activities.”

– Ibid.



Collective action to increase capacity

• Portage Preservation Experts Group
– “Advise on developing RDM infrastructure and best 

practices for preserving research data and 
metadata…” 

• CARL Digital Preservation Working Group
– “Assessing digital preservation capacity, available 

resources, and funding opportunities within the 
Canadian research community, and identifying and 
promote relevant approaches, standards, practices, 
and technologies…”



What we’ll be talking about today

1. Its difficult to connect individual repositories to 

shared preservation services

2. The current repository ecosystem privileges 

near-term access (via repositories) over long-

term access (i.e. preservation)



CASE STUDY

COPPUL’s WestVault



Case study: WestVault

• COPPUL Private LOCKSS Network for 

distributed preservation storage was 

underutilized 

– Hard to create repository plug-ins for 

LOCKSS

– Each LOCKSS box had to grow to 

accommodate large deposits

– Lack of service-level agreements



Case study: WestVault

• Reboot!

– Drag-and-drop deposit

– Virtual Machines at large data-centres

– Robust policies, user manuals and training, 

dedicated staff at COPPUL



Case study: WestVault

• Results

– Getting stuff out of repositories for deposit still  

requires lots of attention and manual 

intervention



Case study: WestVault

• What needs to be done

– Create capacity locally and through regional 
consortia and national organizations

– Scale repositories like we’ve scaled 
preservation services, and connection the 
two

– Maybe rethink how we do access and 
preservation!



SCALING REPOSITORIES

Looking at exemplar systems for solutions to the problem 



EXEMPLAR 

INFRASTRUCTURE 1

BC ELN and COPPUL



BC ELN and COPPUL

• Arca

– “…shared platform provides organisations with open-

access repositories.”

https://bceln.ca/services/shared-services/arca

• WestVault

– “…a high-redundancy, independently-administered 

peer storage network spread across all 4 Western 

provinces.”

https://bceln.ca/resources/westvault

https://bceln.ca/services/shared-services/arca
https://bceln.ca/resources/westvault


Lightweight policy framework…













Preservation integration at scale…

• It cost COPPUL $3000 to support BC ELN’s 

development of Islandora WestVault

• Arca = $5100/yr (150Gb allocation)

• WestVault = $200/yr per 100Gb



Extending access across the GLAM sector…



Extensible to other repository services



EXEMPLAR 

INFRASTRUCTURE 2

Scholars Portal and COPPUL



Scholars Portal and COPPUL

• Dataverse
– “…a publicly accessible data repository 

platform...hosted completely on Canadian servers at 
the University of Toronto Libraries.”
https://dataverse.scholarsportal.info/

• Archivematica-as-a-Service
– “…an open-source digital preservation system [that 

can be used] without installing and locally managing 
Archivematica.”
https://coppul.ca/archivematica

https://dataverse.scholarsportal.info/
https://coppul.ca/archivematica


Working together in Ontario…













Portage Preservation Expert Group…

• Recommendations for a national preservation 

strategy



OTHER BENEFITS TO SCALE

Its not just about preservation!



Encouraging investments in infrastructure

• When was the last time you got grant funding to 

enhance your repository?



Building ‘Trust’ with research communities

• “Repositories must earn the trust of the 

communities they intend to serve and 

demonstrate that they are reliable and capable 

of appropriately managing the data they hold.”

– Lin, D., Crabtree, J., Dillo, I. et al. The TRUST Principles for 

digital repositories. Sci Data 7, 144 (2020). 

https://doi.org/10.1038/s41597-020-0486-7





Pooled developer resources mean more agility

• “We must prepare for the rapidly evolving 

technological landscape needed to support 

scholarly communication. Agility is essential.”

– Arlitsch, K., & Grant, C. (2018). Why so many repositories? 

Examining the limitations and possibilities of the institutional 

repositories landscape. Journal of Library Administration, 58(3), 

264-281.



And more…

• Enhanced discovery through more consistent 

metadata

• Integration w/ other systems at scale (e.g. the 

PID graph, ORCHID, etc.) 

• Network effects amplify impact



RETHINKING ACCESS AND

PRESERVATION

Thinking outside the repository box



Inspired by the folks at U of T and Scholars 

Portal, UBC, and others…

• What if we rethought our workflow and put 

preservation first!



Traditional repository preservation workflow

Depositor

Editor

Consumer

Access Preservation

Processing

Storage



Thinking beyond the repository

Submission
module

Dissemination 
services

DAMS

ConsumerDepositor

Editor



Open Archival Information System



The archival advantage

• Libraries have always privileged access

• Archives have made preservation a part of 

access (and were decades ahead of libraries in 

terms of digital preservation)

• Library thinking privileges repositories at the 

expense of preservation



OAIS

• OAIS provides a path to a more service-based, 

researcher-focused, preservation-friendly 

approach to access

• Librarians and archivists need to work together



DISCUSSION



Questions and comments

• Diversity vs. scale: What’s the right scale? 

Institution, region, nation?

• How unique are local repository needs?

• What are the switching costs?



Thanks!

• coreyd@uvic.ca

mailto:coreyd@uvic.ca

